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	Espacio para añadir un titular_2: Informatics Engineering 
	Espacio para textos destacados: The Master’s Degree in Informatics Engineering at the University of Lleida is the first in Spain to be offered in dual training modality, which is based on the complementarity principle of learning in an academic degree and training in a professional environment in a company. Meanwhile, the student has a professional contract with the company for the duration of the Master's degree. It is a form of training that takes place alternately between the university and the company.This Master provides the students the competences, attitudes and skills necessary for management and to carry out innovating projects in the area of IT and communication in national and international companies in a business environment combined with high quality academic training.
	Objetivo generaltexto general: The professional Master’s Degree in Informatics Engineering provides students with the competencies and skills needed for practising professionally as an informatics engineer. The Master’s Degree introduces students to the vast array of innovating methodologies and technologies of computer science and prepares them to integrate this knowledge in highly practical ways. Students will have the opportunity to create, coordinate and plan computing projects, using a Project Based Learning methodology.Additionally, the training components of the master ground students in a solid scientific and technologic basis for developing research activities. The programme uses a dual training modality.A team of professors and experts will guide students throughout the course of the syllabus, which emphasizes practicality and innovation and also offers students the opportunity to work in an IT company.
	Perfil del alumnado: Students with a bachelor  degree in computer science, or similar.
	Salidas profesionales_2: This MS degree provides access to the profession of informatics engineer, that provides numerous of profesional opportunities such as Information systems managers, Development managers, Production and operations managers, Heads of IT, Project managers, Functional analysts, Heads of department, Consultants, Database architects, Heads of quality, methods and procedures, Systems architects.
	academicoas: 3 semestres/1,5 cursos académicos
	N CRÉDITOS: 30
	ETCS prácticos: 60
	TIPO DE DOCENCIA: Dual Training and Project Based Learning
	ESTUDIOS A LOS QUE DA ACCESO: PhD
	PRECIO MATRÍCULA CURSO 20152016: 2612 (2semestres) + 946 (1 semesstre)
	Nombres y emails: Josep Lluis Lerida (Ms Coordinator)coord.meinf@eps.udl.cathttp://www.masterinformatica.udl.cat/en/index.html


